
 
 

Edison Innovative Power Powers Up with IEEE 
Startup Amazon Web Services (AWS) Grants 

Two grants with AWS will provide credits for cloud-based computing and 
storage resources to help with product design & development 
 

SYRACUSE, NY, Sep. 24, 2019 — Edison Innovative Power LLC (EIP) today announced that it has received 
two grants from IEEE and Amazon Web Services (AWS) to fund cloud computing services. 

The grants provide early-stage startups access to 150 Web-based services and tools to help build, 
launch, and scale their business with up to two years of credits for AWS services, including analytics, 
business applications, developer tools, media services, and storage. 

The program is part of the IEEE Entrepreneurship Initiative Program, which offers online resources and 
coordinates with organizations throughout IEEE that target entrepreneurial audiences in their activities 
and events. 

The agreement also includes one year of AWS business support, covering access to cloud support 
engineers and subject matter experts, technologies, and programs. It also includes credits toward AWS 
self-paced labs, with introductory, advanced, and expert-level courses on developing applications for the 
cloud and ways to secure an AWS platform.  

“IEEE and AWS have come together to help tech startups in a big way with this program,” said James 
Morrison, CEO & Founder of Edison Innovative Power. “These grants will allow us to proceed with 
advanced cloud computing and large-scale storage support earlier in our product development life cycle 
than we originally planned.” 
 

### 

 
About Edison Innovative Power LLC 

Edison Innovative Power is a CNY tech startup in the $2B field of precision high-voltage devices. Our 
products empower scientists, engineers, manufacturers, and end users with configurable, SMART, high-
voltage solutions that enhance system performance, reliability, and uptime, enabling them to advance 
technologies and products in the industrial, semiconductor, medical & life science, and analytical 



instrument markets. We are excited to help accelerate the global benefits in clean technology, health & 
wellness, and the environment. Learn more at www.eip.global 
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